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a b s t r a c t

Austenitic welds are inspected using PPM EMAT generated shear horizontal (SH) waves. Results are
compared to measurements taken using a 1D piezoelectric phased array using the total focusing method
(TFM). For the first time there is clear experimental evidence of the SH wave method demonstrating
higher sensitivity to defect detection. SH waves suffer less beam steering in a weld than either
compression or SV waves, which can miss defects due to weld microstructure anisotropy and
attenuation. All defects were identified from every side of the weld/plate using the SH waves, but this
was not possible using the piezoelectric transducer.
& 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The welding process has the potential to introduce many
different defects into a component [1], and as a consequence,
weld inspection is a major application of non-destructive testing
(NDT). Welded areas can be difficult to inspect, due to the access
challenges caused by the presence of a weld cap, and in austenitic
welds particularly, the highly anisotropic and attenuating nature
of the weld region. There are added complications arising from the
heat-affected zone (HAZ), and the many different forms that weld
defects can take. This work describes a method of using shear
horizontal (SH) ultrasound waves, generated and detected by
periodic permanent magnet (PPM) electromagnetic acoustic trans-
ducers (EMATs), to detect and laterally size defects within a
stainless steel plate weld. This method will be compared to the
performance of a piezoelectric phased array operating in full
matrix capture (FMC) mode, with signals processed using the total
focusing method (TFM).

1.1. Weld defects

Cracking can occur during and after the welding process. For
example, if there has been insufficient weld liquid flow, or if there
are high strains on the solidifying weld pool, solidification/hot
cracking can occur. Fusion welding between two similar metals
creates a heat-affected zone (HAZ), which has its material

properties changed (relative to the parent material) during the
weld without being melted itself [1]. After the weld has been
completed, residual stresses between the base material and the
weld (the molten weld contracting always causes residual stresses
[1]), combined with hydrogen diffusing into the HAZ, can lead to
hydrogen induced HAZ cold cracking. Other defects that can occur
during fusion welding include the formation of porosity or cavities
due to gas or shrinkage (into which gas can diffuse), solid
inclusions (such as non-metallic slag, flux, and oxides, as well as
metallic copper and tungsten), lack of fusion (the weld bead
adheres poorly to the base metal), incomplete penetration (the
weld bead does not reach the root of the weld region), and
imperfect shape such as an undercut [2–4]. A welded component
subjected to fatigue loads can develop fatigue cracks in joints,
which will subsequently propagate under further loading [1].

Ultrasound has been used extensively for the inspection of
welds. Time of flight diffraction (TOFD) is an ultrasound technique
developed for the NDT of nuclear power plants [5–7], and it has
been used for general weld inspection [4]. Standard inspections
may use a normal incidence compression wave transducer to
check the HAZ for laminar defects, followed by an angle incidence
transducer for defects in the weld itself (requiring a reflection, or
skip, off the back-wall, before reaching the weld region). The use of
several different transducers, covering a range of incident angles,
may be required to detect some defects, and there are variations
on this method that use phased arrays, allowing the incident angle
to be easily changed. As well as conventional piezoelectric trans-
ducer systems, the use of EMATs for weld inspection has also been
considered. EMATs producing compression or shear vertical (SV)
waves can have insufficient sensitivity to detect the very low
amplitude signals scattered by weld defects, and this has led to the
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creation of hybrid laser-EMAT systems for ultrasonic weld inspec-
tion [8,9]. However, this approach does not overcome issues with
weld microstructure anisotropy.

Austenitic welds have a large oriented grain structure, and this
causes an ultrasound beam to skew and be strongly attenuated
(via scattering and absorption). The details of how the beams are
skewed and attenuated are dependent on the sample (particularly
the weld) and the inspection method used, but in general, SV
ultrasound waves suffer from the effects of skew and attenuation
to a greater extent than compression waves [10]. However, these
issues are still present for compression waves, and there are
additional problems such as mode-conversion from compression
to SV waves.

1.2. Shear horizontal ultrasound waves

Shear horizontal (SH) ultrasound waves are guided waves (they
have propagation properties affected by the geometry of the
propagation medium), with symmetric and anti-symmetric
modes; phase and group speeds are dependent on frequency,
sample thickness, and the bulk shear wave speed [11,12]. The
properties of the different modes can be very useful, such as in
thickness measurement [13], but in this case they are a complica-
tion. SH0 has a thickness independent speed, equal to the shear
wave speed, and is non-dispersive (the phase and group speed are
equal to the shear wave speed for all frequencies). The oscillation
direction of SH ultrasound is in the plane of the surface where the
wave was generated, and perpendicular to the propagation direc-
tion, as shown in Fig. 1, with respect to a reference interface,
which is typically a sample surface. Under certain conditions, such
as over short propagation distances, SH waves can be treated as
bulk waves.

Compared to compression or SV ultrasonic waves, SH waves
polarised parallel to the direction of an austenitic weld will
propagate through with less reflection, beam steering, and
attenuation, and will not mode-convert upon interaction with a
defect in the weld that extends parallel to the welding direction
[14,10]. This potentially increased sensitivity to defects makes SH
waves a good candidate for ultrasonically inspecting welds.

1.3. Periodic-permanent-magnet electromagnetic acoustic
transducers

Periodic-permanent-magnet electromagnetic acoustic transdu-
cers (PPM EMATs) can be used to generate and detect SH ultra-
sound waves [15–17]. EMATs are extensively used in NDT, and
their operating principles are well covered in the existing litera-
ture [18–25]. PPM EMATs have a series of permanent magnets
with periodically alternating north and south (N/S) poles, which
sets the primary wavelength of the ultrasound generated. A coil of

wire runs in the direction of the alternation, and when current is
pulsed through the coil, eddy currents are created in the sample,
that lead to a Lorentz force perpendicular to the wire direction and
parallel to the surface plane [15,26,25,27], as shown in Fig. 2. These
Lorentz forces generate the SH wave in the sample. For conditions
under which the SH wave can be treated as a bulk wave, the
propagation angle of a PPM EMAT can be varied by using the pulse
frequency [28,29,27] (this cannot be done with SV waves as they
do not satisfy the free-surface boundary conditions [15]), but this
is not exploited in this work.

1.4. Weld inspection using PPM EMATs

The properties of SH waves make them suitable for weld
inspection, but EMATs can suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), which favours piezoelectric transducers and hence com-
pression waves. Relative to a metal like aluminium, steel has a
lower electrical conductivity, higher density, and higher attenua-
tion, all of which reduce EMAT efficiency [30], but with appro-
priate electronics and signal processing, this problem can be
overcome. Investigations using SH waves on weld defects have
previously used EMAT arrays [31–34] and PPM EMATs [31,35] and
both have been shown to work successfully. PPM EMATs, com-
pared to EMAT arrays, are easy to construct with a fundamental
wavelength of choice, are simpler to drive (only a standard EMAT
pulser is required, not a driver for an array), and only a single
digitiser is required for detection, not an array. EMATs generally do
not need to be profile matched, and can work on rough surfaces,
but the alternating magnetic field of PPM EMATs does require
close proximity to the sample surface. The maximum lift-off is
dependent on the details of the sample (material and dimensions)
and EMAT design, particularly the magnet width (2.5 mm magnet
width for a 6 mm wavelength PPM EMAT for example), but less
than 1 mm lift-off from the surface is advised, and within this
study the EMATs were in contact with the sample.

1.5. Full matrix capture and the total focusing method

Full matrix capture (FMC) and the total focusing method (TFM)
are used in this work as a comparison, and as such, they are briefly
described here, and in detail within the literature [36].

FMC is simply the collection of time-domain data for all
possible array element combinations within the phased array;
the first array element is pulsed, and the scattered waves are
recorded from all array elements and stored separately (pulse on
element 1, receive on elements 1–64 if there are 64 elements).
Next, the second array element is pulsed, and again, all array
elements record the scattered waves (pulse on element 2, receive
on elements 1–64). This is repeated by pulsing all remaining array
elements in turn, and receiving on all array elements for each. The
axes of the data matrix are then generation element, detection
element, and time, with each data point representing an instanta-
neous amplitude [36].

Oscillation direction (z)
- parallel to surface plane
- perpendicular to propagation

Propagation direction (x)

Thickness (y)

Fig. 1. A simple diagram of a SH ultrasound wave; the scale of the displacements is
greatly exaggerated. Oscillation direction is parallel to the surface plane, and
perpendicular to the propagation direction. As depicted here, the SH displacement
is constant along the thickness direction, but this is only the case for the SH0
guided mode.

sample

S N S N NS
coil

periodic permanent magnet (PPM) array

forces perpendicular to plane

propagationpropagation

Fig. 2. Side view of a PPM EMAT for generation and detection of SH ultrasound
waves. The magnets have alternating polarisation, and when a current is pulsed
through the coil, periodic forces are generated in the conducting sample. The
periodic magnet spacing sets the wavelength of the SH waves.
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TFM calculates the time taken for a wave to travel from each
generating array element to each possible scatterer in the imaging
region (the area the operator wishes to inspect), and then back to
each detecting element. For this work, the total path must include
the wedge attached to the phased array probe, including the
refraction at the wedge/steel boundary. The speed in each region
must be known for the times of flight to be calculated accurately.
Each possible scatterer is then a focusing point, forming a
rectangular array (dimensions of X-position and Y-position), with
each element of the array representing the combined magnitude
of the waves scattered from that point; this can be referred to as
the image array. For each generation–detection pair, and each
point in the image array, the analytic signal component (where the
analytic signal is the real original signal combined with the Hilbert
transform of the original signal [37]) at the time point represent-
ing the generation–scatterer–detection flight time is added to the
image array. Using the analytic signal allows the TFM process to
take advantage of the phase and magnitude of any received
signals. All of these contributions are summed, and the magnitude
taken of the result (simply the absolute value of each image
element), to produce the final TFM image [36].

2. Sample with weld defects

The plate shown in Fig. 3, on which all the experiments were
conducted, was provided by AMEC and manufactured by Sonas-
pection. The ultrasound compression speed was measured as
5740710 m/s using multiple back-wall reflections generated by
a piezoelectric transducer. The ultrasound shear speed was mea-
sured as 3150710 m/s using SH waves generated by PPM EMATs;
the separation of the EMATs was varied to get a relative measure-
ment of distance versus time of flight. The plate allows for
inspection of the defects from both sides of the weld and both
sides of the plate. The sample documentation gives information on
the defects within the weld, as listed in Table 1.

3. Inspection using SH PPM EMATs

Scans of the sample were taken using both 6 mm wavelength
and 10 mmwavelength PPM EMATs (designed and produced at the
University of Warwick). PPM EMATs with wavelengths smaller
than 6 mm can be constructed, but as the wavelength becomes
shorter, so must the size of the magnets used to produce the
periodically alternating magnetic field; smaller magnets will
generally result in a reduction in the SH wave generation and

detection performance. If the wavelength is made much larger
than 10 mm, the transducer can become relatively large and
unwieldy. Some applications justify the usage of specific wave-
lengths, but if a technique can operate with standard wavelength
PPM EMATs, it is certainly an advantage, and hence 6 mm and
10 mm are the initial wavelengths trialled.

As shown in Fig. 4, a separate generation (labelled “G”) and
detection (labelled “D”) transducer was used, and two scan
configurations were tested, in-line and side-by-side; the diagram
designates the sides of the sample that are later used to label the
results. Both in-line and side-by-side configurations were scanning
for waves back-scattered from defects, and no configuration was
attempted for the transmitted case.

The SH ultrasound is generated primarily within the skin depth
of the sample below the generation EMAT. For a thin sample, an
SH0 guided wave would be formed immediately, and for a very
thick sample, the wave would propagate as a bulk wave. This
sample is not thin, but it is not thick enough for the wave to be

Weld

150mm

500mm

300mm

22 mm thickness

Fig. 3. The 316L stainless steel plate contains six defects within the double-V weld.
The plate thickness is 25 mm at the weld cap (with some variation), and
22.370.1 mm elsewhere, measured using callipers at the edges. Most of the error
in the thickness is from actual variation in the thickness rather than due to
difficulties with the measurement. The lines drawn on the sample are markers for
the B-scan positions.

Table 1
The 316L stainless steel thick plate (Fig. 3) is documented as having the defects
listed in this table. All of the defects are oriented longitudinally (in the direction of
the weld), and have 01 of skew from that orientation. The defect tolerances are
length 71 mm, height 71 mm, tilt/skew 751. The length is the distance the
defect extends longitudinally (along the welding direction). The height is the extent
of the defect through the weld (in the direction of the thickness of the plate). The
depth is the distance from the weld surface that the defect starts at (note that even
for a zero depth, the defect is not visible optically from the surface). The start
position is how far the defect is from the “left” side of the plate. Tilt is the angle of
the defect relative to the thickness direction (so a completely vertical defect has an
angle of 01.)

ID
no.

Defect type Length
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Depth
(mm)

Start
(mm)

Tilt
(deg)

1 Centreline crack 35 6 0 35 0
2 Lack of side wall

fusion
35 4 3 100 40

3 Side wall crack 45 5 2 180 35
4 Toe crack 40 4 0 260 35
5 Centreline crack 40 14 3 345 0
6 Lack of side wall

fusion
50 3 3 415 35

Fig. 4. There are two scan configurations for the thick stainless steel plate with a
weld. Both configurations scan laterally across the sample (parallel to the weld),
with the direction chosen so that for each side of the weld/plate, the scan starts at
the same section of weld (the edge nearest defect 1). The scan progresses in 5 mm
increments. For the in-line case, the lateral scan position relates to the lateral centre
of the transducer pair. For the side-by-side case, the lateral scan position is the
same as the line between the generator and detector (also the lateral centre of the
transducer pair). “Serial” represents the position of the identification sticker for the
sample; sides TA and TB are the same surface as the serial, whereas sides UA and
UB are the opposite surface (such that the sticker is on the reverse surface to that
being scanned). The defect lateral positions are indicated (but these are not
accurate positions in terms of offset from the centreline of the weld).
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considered a bulk wave. In addition, the frequency–thickness
product leads to higher order modes being formed (potentially
even higher than SH4), resulting in a complicated interference
pattern, with the energy distribution varying in terms of depth
and distance from the transducer. Although not the ideal uniform
distribution of the SH0 mode, there should be sufficient energy at
all depths to detect any defects present.

Back-scattered waves were favoured primarily for two reasons.
Firstly, when it comes to detecting small defects, waves diffracting
around the defect mean that detecting a scattered signal that was
not previously present, without interfering signals at the same
time of arrival obscuring the defect signal, is considerably easier
than detecting a small change to a transmitted signal that is
always present, but may have small amplitude variations due to,
for example, variations in the wave generation efficiency. Sec-
ondly, the relatively small size of the sample means that reflec-
tions from the sides of the sample can easily interfere with the
transmitted signal, resulting in small amplitude changes that could
readily be mistaken for the presence of small defects. In contrast, if
the back-scattered wave appears in a region of time that is usually
devoid of other signals, a signal reflected from the side of the
sample could easily be identified, as the behaviour of the arrival
time of the wave during a B-scan would be very different
compared to that of a defect. This does not mean that techniques
considering the transmitted wave are of no value when using SH
waves, but for this particular sample and technique, waves back-
scattered from the defect are clearly favourable. For terms of
keeping track of the starting point of the scan, the sample was
split into four “sides” (TA, TB, UA, and UB), and these were
recorded consistently over the various scans performed.

The SH PPM EMATs were controlled by a RITEC RPR-4000
pulser/receiver. The pulser was set to provide a 4 cycle current
burst to the generation EMAT, at 330 kHz for a 10 mm wavelength
EMAT, and at 550 kHz for a 6 mm wavelength EMAT. The RITEC
RPR-4000 applied a band-pass filter to signals received from the
detection EMAT, with cut-off points at 0.2 MHz and 2.5 MHz. The
signals are then sent to a digitiser (a GaGe Octopus 8482 Express
CompuScope within a computer) sampling at 25 MHz. At each
scan position, the current pulse was applied 64 times (with a
suitable repetition rate, so that the previous ultrasound waves had
fully attenuated before the next pulse was sent), and the received
data was averaged over the 64 collections; all averaging was
performed after the data had been passed from the digitiser to
the MATLAB control software on the computer.

The separation required between the EMATs and the weld
region, to avoid the dead-time of the receiver covering the signal
from the weld, meant that the EMATs had to be placed against the
edge of the sample. Consequently, the signals that are inseparable
from those from the weld region (generator to weld to detector)
include those first reflecting off the back edge (generator to back
edge to weld to detector) and those reflecting off the back edge
after interacting with the weld (generator to weld to back edge to
detector). However, as the back edge is relatively constant, it is not
expected that these will cause any significant difficulty; they are
expected to simply provide an echo of the scattered signal that
arrives at a slightly later time. There is also the possibility of seeing
waves that have reflected off the back edge twice (generator to
back edge to weld to back edge to detector), but these arrive far
later than the waves of interest. Waves can be reflected from the
side of the sample, although this is only a concern at the very start
and end of the B-scan, and as mentioned previously, the behaviour
of these waves in the B-scan makes them easy to spot.

Despite the presence of some potentially interfering signals, all
six defects could be identified, with either 6 mm (higher frequency
range of operation) or 10 mm wavelength (lower frequency range
of operation) EMATs, and from any inspection side. An example

A-scan and B-scan are shown in Fig. 5, and the results are
summarised in Figs. 6 and 7; the peaks in the peak-to-peak
amplitude represent the presence of a defect. It can be seen that
the peaks, in general, extend over the region occupied by the
defect, as indicated by the dashed magenta lines. These results
were obtained with minimal processing of the B-scan data.

The received signals, sðt; pÞ, where t is time and p is lateral
position, have the median of each constant time line in the B-scan,
~sðtÞ, subtracted from each line (a tilde over a letter represents the
median value). Note that the median is not taken along the time
dimension of the array, but the lateral position dimension of the
array; this way it removes features that are constant over the scan
rather than any DC offset for an individual scan:

s0ðt; pÞ ¼ sðt; pÞ� ~sðtÞ ð1Þ
The modified signal s0ðt; pÞ is brick-wall band-pass filtered in

the range 200–900 kHz (this is of course performed along the time
dimension of each scan), forming s0f ðt; pÞ. Simple time-gating then
extracts the section of interest for measuring the peak-to-peak
amplitude for each individual scan, m(p). For the 10 mm wave-
length EMATs, the region was 70–120 μs for the in-line configura-
tion, and 80–150 μs for the side-by-side configuration. For the
6 mmwavelength EMATs, the region was 80–150 μs for the in-line
configuration, and 90–150 μs for the side-by-side configuration.

mðpÞ ¼maxðs0f ðt; pÞÞ�minðs0f ðt; pÞÞ ð2Þ

70 μsotin�line; λ ¼ 10 mmo120 μs ð3Þ

80 μsotside�by�side; λ ¼ 10 mmo150 μs ð4Þ

80 μsotin�line; λ ¼ 6 mmo150 μs ð5Þ

90 μsotside�by�side; λ ¼ 6 mmo150 μs ð6Þ
Finally, for display purposes, the overall minimum value for the
peak-to-peak amplitude is subtracted, so that the lowest value is
zero, and this is then divided by its overall maximum value; the
useful range of the plot is maximised, making any defects appear
more clearly:

m0ðpÞ ¼mðpÞ�minðmðpÞÞ ð7Þ

m″ðpÞ ¼m0ðpÞ=maxðm0ðpÞÞ ð8Þ
The results between the different configurations and sides are

consistent in their ability to detect the defects, but some defects
show up much more clearly from some sides than from others. It is
important to note that all the defects can be detected from every
side, using both configurations, and using either the 6 mm or
10 mm wavelength EMATs. The in-line configuration is favoured
however, as it allows for a slightly larger region to be scanned. It
also does not particularly matter in this case if the 10 mm or 6 mm
wavelength EMATs are used. Research into gaining additional
information about the defect from the received signal, such as
defect type identification, would require a sample with a better
isolated (cleaner) signal, as this sample has too many interfering
signals for it to be unambiguously said that a signal is only due to a
single defect.

4. Inspection using a phased array

The phased array scan configuration is shown in Fig. 8. An
Olympus 5L64-A12 probe was used, with 64 elements at a pitch of
0.60 mm (total active length of 38.4 mm), and a specified 5.0 MHz
centre frequency (5.17 MHz reported in the calibration document).
This was attached to an Olympus SA12-N60L wedge (601 LW
nominal refracted beam angle in steel). Other options available
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from Olympus were also tested, such as the 5L64-A12 with a SA12-
N55S wedge (551 SW), a 2.25L32-A5 probe (32 elements, 0.75 mm
pitch, 2.25 MHz centre frequency) with a SA5-N60L wedge

(601 LW), and a 1.5L16-A4 probe (16 elements, 2.80 mm pitch,
1.5 MHz centre frequency) with a SA4-N45L wedge (451 LW).
However, for this particular inspection, the 5L64-A12 probe with
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Fig. 5. These are A/B-scans of the weld in the thick stainless steel plate, using 10 mmwavelength SH EMATs in an in-line configuration, from the side labelled TA (see Fig. 4).
The B-scan (a) has the peak-to-peak amplitude superimposed upon it (the black line). The A-scans (b) are for the centre of defect 1 (a position of 55 mm), represented by the
black solid line, and between defects 1 and 2 (a position of 85 mm), represented by the red dashed line. As the defects occupy a large amount of the length of the weld, the
B-scan can be difficult to interpret without calculating the peak-to-peak amplitude. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred
to the web version of this paper.)
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Fig. 6. These are scans of the weld in the thick stainless steel plate, using 10 mm wavelength SH EMATs. The two figures are for each of the two possible configurations, in-
line (a) and side-by-side (b), as described in Fig. 4. The magenta dashed lines represent the defect positions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
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Fig. 7. These are scans of the weld in the thick stainless steel plate, using 6 mmwavelength SH EMATs. The two figures are for each of the two possible configurations, in-line
(a) and side-by-side (b), as described in Fig. 4. The magenta dashed lines represent the defect positions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the
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SA12-N60L wedge provided the best results, and the other options,
although tested to the same extent, are not considered further in
this paper. As for the EMAT configuration, the scan proceeds
laterally across the sample (parallel to the weld), with the direc-
tion chosen so that for each side of the weld/plate, the scan starts
at the same section of weld. As before, the scan progresses in
5 mm increments, and the lateral scan position relates to the
lateral centre of the transducer. At each scan position, each
transducer was pulsed four times so that the received data was
the result of averaging four collections; all averaging was done
after the data was transferred to the MATLAB control software on
the computer.

The phased array was controlled by a Peak NDT MicroPulse 5.
With 128 parallel phased array channels (for generation and
detection), this unit allows for great flexibility in how elements
are pulsed and how data is received, and in this case it was
configured for FMC (using custom MATLAB code rather than the
provided software, as this allowed for greater control). The
sampling frequency was set at 50 MHz, and 3000 time points
were collected for each receiver during every collection; a band-
pass filter was applied by the MicroPulse with cut-off points

0.75 MHz and 20.0 MHz. The pulse width when emitting was set
at 200 ns (one period of a 5 MHz wave).

Before the TFM process is applied, the data is brick-wall band-
pass filtered in MATLAB, with cut-offs at 0.5 MHz and 10.0 MHz.
For the imaging process to work, values for compression wave
speeds in the wedge and the steel are required, and both were
measured using a simple pulse-echo technique. The depth of the
steel plate and the width of the wedge (the dimension between
the two large flat sides) were measured using vernier callipers,
and the phased array probe placed such that the waves propagated
directly through the thickness measured, and reflected from the
back-wall (where the back-wall is parallel to the surface the probe
is placed on). A simple speed measurement is possible by
comparing the time between multiple echoes (the first echo alone
cannot be used due to the need to pick a consistent point on the
received wave for comparison). The compression wave speeds in
the wedge and steel plate are 2330 m/s and 5740 m/s respectively.
This speed measurement process has an additional benefit; when
measuring the speed, a point within the centre of the reflected
waveforms is chosen as the consistent measurement point. As
discussed, the time between these points is unlikely to be exactly
equal to the time the digitiser starts recording (the zero time) to
the same centre point of the first reflection. By subtracting the
time of the first centre point from the difference in arrival time
between multiple reflections, the effective first time point is
obtained. In this case, the first time point is -700 ns (meaning
that the time fromwhen the digitiser starts recording to the centre
of the first reflection is 700 ns longer than the time between
multiple reflections). The advantage is that any flight times will
then correspond to the centre of any waveform received from that
scattering point. Unfortunately, the speed measured in the steel
will not be accurate within the weld and potentially the HAZ, and
this will reduce the accuracy with which a defect position can be
ascertained (the position will potentially be offset and smeared
out), but it should not prevent detection of a defect.

The results of the TFM process are shown in Fig. 9. A clear
defect can be seen in Fig. 9a, but it seems to appear outside of the
weld region, and indeed, outside the plate, since the plate is
22 mm thick and the weld extends to approximately 90 mm on
the X position. This is actually because the path of the wave is not
directly from the wedge to the defect, it has reflected off the back-
wall and front surface of the plate before reaching the defect, and
it has also been reflected in a similar way on the return journey
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back to the probe. This has been incorporated into the TFM
imaging by simply extending the imaging region, which is a valid
approach if the two surfaces of the plate are parallel, and the
reflections specular. The defect will be within the weld region, and
the exact position could be obtained from the TFM image. How-
ever, for a comparison with the SH wave experiment, it is not
necessary to find the exact location within the weld (other than
laterally), but it is important to know that the information is
available if required, unlike for the SH wave inspection, which can
currently only provide the lateral location along the weld
(although more positional information may be obtained from
further work analysing the time domain signal in greater detail).

As for the inspection with SH waves generated and detected by
PPM EMATs, all defects appear in the summary plot of Fig. 9b.
However, as is clear from Fig. 6a, the SH wave inspection was able
to find every defect from every side of the plate, whereas the
phased array inspection was not, and this is summarised in
Table 2. An additional advantage of the SH wave inspection is that
the transducers can be much further from the weld than the
phased array probe, which must be very close, in part due to the
high attenuation of steel, but also because the multiple reflections
will lead to complicated signals after more than a couple of skips.

5. Conclusions

SH waves generated and detected by PPM EMATs are effective
at detecting weld defects, and the extent of indications in the B-
scan is a good approximation to the lateral extent of the weld
defects. The scan is not particularly sensitive to the wavelength or
positional configuration of the EMATs in these experiments, but
the 10 mm wavelength EMATs in the in-line configuration pro-
vided the best performance by a small margin. All defects in the
weld could be detected, regardless of which side of the plate/weld
the scan was performed from. In contrast, a scan performed with a
phased array using FMC/TFM could detect all the defects, but on
average only two from each side of the plate/weld. In addition, the
phased array required close proximity to the weld region, since the
compression waves rapidly lose energy both due to attenuation
(the skips mean that the distance travelled by the wave increases
rapidly with the transducer-weld separation), and due to mode-
conversion at each reflection from the sample surfaces. An
advantage of using SH waves is therefore the ability to inspect
from a greater distance, and more importantly, that the inspection
can be performed with access to only one side of the plate/weld.
An advantage of the phased array however, is that it can provide
the position of the defect within the weld, and coupled with the
lateral position obtained by scanning, the full 3D position of the
defect could be provided. Although not shown here, the different
defect indications arrive at different times within the SH EMAT
inspection B-scan, and this information could be used to provide

some additional positional information. However, as it currently
stands, if full positional information was required, the SH EMAT
inspection could be used to detect all defects in a weld, and a
phased array technique could be used to provide additional
information on those it could detect (which may not be all the
defects, as shown within this work).
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